Go With
The Flow

While an increased focus on air quality has
shone a spotlight on HVAC and mechanical
systems, experts are busy trying to educate
customers that not one solution fits all
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by ROBIN BRUNET

ith government regulatory systems such
as the BC Energy
Step Code becoming increasingly
prevalent, it is correspondingly incumbent
on mechanical and HVAC specialists to provide
increasingly efficient solutions to residential, commercial, and industrial clients.
In fact, 2022 sees engineers being obliged to cope
with a variety of issues. One of them of course is
supply chain, and Darryl Singleton, president, AquaTech Sales and Marketing Inc., has a firm handle on
how to navigate long order waits and product shortage. “During the lockdowns we ordered twice as
much early on so that our inventories were bulging,
and that got us through,” he says.
Aqua-Tech is the Canada-wide master distributor for Lochinvar high-efficiency boilers and water
heaters. This includes the Knight boiler, designed
for both new construction and replacement applications. Since first being introduced in 2005, the
boiler line has been broadened to reach up to onemillion BTU/hr with the introduction of the Knight
XL series, and a Smart System control was added to
make setup, integration, and operations easy.
Singleton says of 2022: “Business is steady, with
our residential portfolio focused on higher end custom homes and our commercial portfolio consisting
of many condo projects. Energy efficiency continues to be the common goal, and overall there are
lots of opportunities to keep us busy, whether it is
the farming communities we serve in Saskatchewan
and Manitoba or the hospital rebuilds and expansions that are coming down the pipeline.”
As the focus on energy efficiency increases, some
companies are benefitting from having established
a strong foundation in this realm. For example, Tempeff North America builds on 20 years of
European innovation with its DualCore energy
recovery ventilation equipment.
Thanks to Tempeff DualCore’s high efficiencies,
owners can meet or exceed minimum legislated
ventilation requirements, without the usual high
operating costs of traditional ventilation heating
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and cooling equipment. Tempeff employs DualCore
regenerative technology that offers up to 95 percent
sensible effectiveness. Other available technologies offer a maximum of 50 percent to 75 percent
effectiveness under ideal circumstances, and much
lower real effectiveness in colder temperatures due
to frost.
With the DualCore heat exchanger, one
exchanger is always delivering conditioned air to
the space, and in many cases additional heat is not
necessary for the ventilation air. Equally important
to building owners is the fact that with few moving
parts, system maintenance is very low.
The MCW Group of Companies includes MCW
Consultants, MCW Custom Energy Solutions
Ltd., and MCW/AGE Power Consultants, and
with this combined array of resources the company has undertaken many award-winning
projects, a notable example being the UNB
Fredericton’s Kinesiology Building. Innovation in
the 60,000-square-foot building’s design helped it
achieve a LEED Gold energy performance, and it’s

Knight XL high-efficiency boiler from Lochinvar.

one of the first five buildings in North America to
receive WELL Silver Certification. MCW Maricor
was the mechanical and electrical design engineer
on the project.
Considering that consulting skills are critical to
the success of any energy-efficiency related project, it’s understandable that Sean Piper, partner at
MCW Hemisphere Ltd., says, “If I had to define my
objectives in a nutshell, I would say that I want to be
considered a good engineer and a great consultant.”
In fact, consultancy is more valuable than ever
given that government COVID restrictions are being
lifted throughout North America, yet many people
are hyper-sensitive to avoiding germs of any kind.
“There’s a renewed interest in air quality, which is
good, but it’s our job to point out what’s not required
in addition to making indoor air and air flow the
best it can be,” Piper says.
For example, everyone from homebuyers to commercial developers seems fixated with HEPA filters
as a cure-all for airborne contaminants. “But their
use in an HVAC system – as well as the use of other
types of filters – entails many other expenses, and
there’s very little research indicating their effectiveness in preventing the spread of certain viruses
beyond a MERV 13 filter, which is less expensive to
install and operate,” Piper says. “So it’s a real skill to
be able to communicate to someone worried about
health that he or she may be wasting money needlessly when simpler solutions may be the better
option. Our biggest challenge moving forward is
selling the fact that we can make things pandemic
resistant but never 100 percent pandemic-proof.”
At Williams Engineering Canada, one challenge for 2022 and beyond is replacing fossil fuel
as an energy source for buildings with electricity;
although entirely feasible, it’s often a hard sell during times of high costs and skyrocketing inflation.
Sheldon Samborsky, team lead, mechanical at
Williams Engineering Canada, says, “Electrification
makes sense in hydro-heavy regions such as B.C.
and harder to achieve economically in my home of
Alberta, but efforts continue to keep the trend going.
It’s on everyone’s radar, and frankly it’s exciting
because the equipment is getting better and more
options are becoming available.”
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Williams provides many solutions – often all in one
project – to achieve better energy efficiency, case in
point: for client Polygon Homes, the company created
a mechanical system for the residential Moda tower
in Burnaby composed of electric baseboard heat for
all residential suites. Domestic hot water was generated by a central gas-fired high-efficiency boiler/
storage tank system for the high-rise and individual
electric water heaters for the concrete city-homes. A
boosted water distribution system was installed with
four pressure zones to service domestic hot and cold
water and re-circulated through the tower. Corridor
ventilation pressurization was provided on every level
by a high-efficiency gas-fired air-handling unit.
Samborsky says electrification will continue
to gain prominence. “Seattle and New York City
requires all new commercial buildings to be electrified, and Vancouver is eyeing the possibility, by
requesting natural gas to be derived from renewable
sources,” he says. “Systems currently available are
efficient in regions that experience minus 20 winter weather, but not minus 30, although I think that
gap will eventually close – and when it does, we’ll see
many more projects in Canada.”
Meanwhile, Williams is in the design detail
stage of the Hawrelak Park rehabilitation project in Edmonton, a centrepiece of that city’s River
Valley containing field houses, a heritage amphitheatre, and other recreational amenities. “A lot of the
underground infrastructure was built in the 1950s
and ‘60s and needs updating,” Samborsky says.
Finally, with regard to providing true energy
efficiency, Jeff Weston, principal at Thermenex,

says, “the industry is realizing we can do better
with the same equipment we used poorly in the
past,” and he credits his own ability to do better to
having taken “three years of science before transferring to engineering. Science taught me to doubt
everything and insist on proof; as an engineer I
was taught to believe what I was told. It took me
nine years to become an HVAC expert, which I
now see as building up knowledge that blocked my
ability to see another approach. It then took me 15
years of doubt and effort to unlearn enough to start
learning again.
“Over the past 10 years I have been developing myself and the Thermenex team into Thermal
Energy Experts. As a result, we clearly see that the
solution to get some large buildings mostly off carbon is to recognize the inherent thermal energy in
buildings as a resource and optimize its use by eliminating its waste.”
Thermenex has done so in spectacular fashion thanks to the development of its patented
Thermal Gradient Header (TGH) – a simple hydronic
approach to HVAC systems utilizing a piping framework and corresponding standardized control logic.
Integrating a TGH concept into a holistic HVAC
design allows engineers to design a system that
outperforms any other system in both energy consumption and carbon emissions.
Simply put, Thermenex turned a pipe into a heating and cooling thermal energy transfer hub, and
while this was initially greeted with skepticism,
TGH has been integrated into a hospital retrofit in
Vancouver with under two-year payback.

Thermal Gradient Header system installed
at the Holy Family Hospital, Vancouver, B.C.

Tony Munster, executive director of projects,
planning and facilities management for Providence
Health Care, says, “Based on the validated performance at St. Paul’s Hospital, I decided to implement
it in four other facilities that required mechanical infrastructure upgrades. PHC’s government
mandated target is a 50 percent reduction in GHG
emissions by 2030, but due to the promise shown by
the Thermenex system, we decided to set ourselves
a stretch goal of reaching 80 percent by 2023 for the
majority of our buildings. Two of these additional
TGH equipped facilities are trending to successfully achieve an 80 percent reduction in annual GHG
emissions, which is very impressive performance
indeed. The remaining two TGH systems will come
online later in 2022, and I expect to see similar results
in energy efficiency and emissions reduction.” A

Want to achieve 80% carbon reduction?
Goal:
Decarbonize large buildings with less energy input by
treating the inherent thermal energy in and around a
building as a resource.
How:
Apply the Thermal Gradient Header technology. A single
pipe that integrates and optimizes all heating, cooling,
heat rejection and heat collection systems.
Recent project results:

Fossil Fuel

• 68% avoided energy waste
• 80% reduction in GHG emissions
Added Cooling
No change in use or envelope
Retrofit while operating 24/7
Within planned capital budget
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Patented solution
by THERMENEX

An elegant solution to
the complex low carbon
resilience problem.
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